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The scalar partial delay differential equation 
u, - p Au = u(t)( 1 - u(t - 5)) 
is investigated. It was known that in one space dimension, all nonnegative solutions 
of the initial-boundary-value problem stay bounded as t-f co. Surprisingly, this 
ceases to remain true in two or more dimensions: if the delay is large and the diffusion 
coefficient small, there exists a large set of trajectories whose total mass tends 
exponentially to inlinity as t * co. These trajectories “escape” the negative feedback 
of the equation by transporting their mass around along periodic paths in space, 
where the paths can be prescribed by the initial data. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While both scalar parabolic equations and ordinary delay differential 
equations have been intensively investigated from a dynamical systems 
point of view (see [4] for an overview or, [2, 5, 71 for examples), com- 
paratively little is known about models in which the two effects of diffusion 
and a time delay are combined. The goal of this paper is to answer an open 
question raised in [6] about the global dynamical behaviour of such a 
combined delay-diffusion model. The author considered Hutchinson’s 
equation 
24,(x, t) - du(x, t) = 24(x, t)(l - u(x, t - 7)) (XESZcR”, u>O) 
arising in population dynamics as a rough model for the evolution of a 
population with density distribution U, and asked whether such a law 
forces the total size of the population to stay bounded as time goes to 
infinity (as would be trivially the case in absence of either a delay or a 
diffusion term). To formulate the question in another way: Does the 
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dynamical system generated by the initial-boundary-value problem have 
the property of being point dissipative with respect o the L’(Q)-norm? 
The partial answer given in [6] was that the system is indeed dissipative 
in dimension n = 1 for arbitrary delays, and also in higher dimensions 
provided the delay is small&even when the above right hand side is 
replaced by a more general net reproduction rate function f(u(t), u(t - 7)) 
satisfying a negative feedback condition. Moreover the author cast some 
doubt on whether the same remains true for large delays: he gave an 
example of a weak subsolution of Hutchinson’s equation which did not 
stay bounded as t + co. This subsolution, however, was not a solution as 
its gradient had a jump for all t, so even for this special equation the 
problem whether or not there exist unbounded trajectories remained open. 
The complete-and somewhat surprising-solution of this question 
presented here starts from the observation that the answer does not only 
depend on the size of the delay but also on how strong the impact of diffu- 
sion is-so we introduce a diffusion coefficient as a second parameter. 
Moreover we admit a more general right hand side so that the above 
model equation becomes 
u, - P Au =f(u(t), u(t - t)), (14 
where its essential feature is captured by requiring the feedback to be 
regulated by the delayed term: we assume that f is positive for u(t - r) 
small but becomes negative as u(t-r) grows large (Conditions (2b), (2~) 
in Section 2 below). We then show that for small p and large r (see Fig. 2 
in Section 3) and n 2 2, the above equation indeed loses its dissipativity 
property: we construct a large set of initial conditions for which the total 
size of the population tends exponentially to infinity as t + co 
(Theorem 2). Moreover this phenomenon occurs for arbitrary choice of the 
boundary condition and no matter how fast the net reproduction rate tends 
to -co with the size of the delayed term. Our construction of unbounded 
trajectories crucially relies on the idea to restrict our attention to the 
behaviour of Eq. (la) in certain subsets of IR x (-r, co) which we call 
“domains of mutual influence.” 
DEFINITION. Two sets U, , U2 c Q x ( -7, CC ) are called “domains of 
mutual influence” for Eq. (la) if 
(x, t)E ui*(x, t-T)E u, 
for t>Oandi#j. 
By iteration of rather careful comparison estimates, it will-under 
suitable restrictions on the delay and the diffusion coefftcient-be possible 
to localize the behaviour of solutions of (la) for all t in two disjoint 
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FIG. 1. The domains of mutual influence U,,.,Q~,((i- l)@) and U,,,, Qf,((i- l)M) 
from the proof of Proposition 1. 
domains of mutual influence (namely, the cylinders Q1 and Q* depicted in 
Fig. 1) without having to care about the behaviour in the rest of a x lR+ :
Theorem 2 states that requiring the initial values to be large in Q1 and 
small in Q* already makes a solution tend to infinity in Q’ and to zero in 
Q’ as t + a+-no matter how the initial data are prescribed in the rest of 
f-2x(-t,O]. 
The restriction in Theorem 2 that the diffusion coefficient must be small 
turns out to be necessary: If the latter is large, then-as in the case of small 
delays-all solutions of the initial-boundary-value problem stay bounded 
as t + co for arbitrary choice of the initial and boundary data (Theorem 1). 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the hypotheses on 
the net reproduction rate as well as the initial and boundary conditions are 
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specified precisely. Our main results (Theorems 1 and 2) are stated in Sec- 
tion 3. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. The last, and 
longest, section contains the core of our work, namely, the construction of 
unbounded trajectories. 
2. NOTATION AND HYPOTHESES 
The hypotheses introduced here will be assumed throughout the paper. 
Let Q be either the unit circle S’ = R/27rZ or an open, bounded, connected 
subset of R” with smooth boundary. For scalar functions u on 
Sz x ( - r, co ), we consider the initial-boundary-value problem 
u,-pAu=f(u(t), u(t-7)) in Qx(O,cc) (14 
u=g, 0r&d/av=g, on aax(o,ag if Q#S’ (lb) 
u = 240 in 52x(--r,O] (lc) 
with parameters ,u, r E R +, Dirichlet boundary data g, eLm(&2) or 
Neumann boundary data g, EL”(U), g,>O (i= 1,2), and a smooth net 
reproduction rate function f satisfying 
(linear growth condition) 
If(% 011 G v(u) VU, u > 0 and some continuous y (24 
(negative feedback at u = co) 
f(u,u)< -b,uu vu>o, u>K, (2b) 
(positive feedback at u = 0) 
f(u, u) 2 aou vu>o, u<k, @cl 
for some constants ao, b,, K,, k. >O. Let X denote the space 
L”(s2 x (-r, 0)) x L”(s2 x (0)) with the usual topology; its elements no 
will be regarded as functions on Sz x ( -r, 01, and we write u. 2 0 if both 
u0~..~~~,,,~0a.e.in~x(-r,0)andu0~..~,~~0a.e.in~x{0}.Asaset 
of admissible initial values, we take 
x+ := {u,d: u,>O}. 
Clearly, the hypotheses on f include Hutchinson’s equation 
u,-p Au=u(t)(l -u(t-z)) 
studied in [3,6]. 
(3) 
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The linear growth condition (2a) together with the sign conditions on 
the initial and boundary values guarantees that for each USE X+ there 
exists a unique solution of (1) (defined globally in time), and that this solu- 
tion is nonnegative. Note that no growth condition needs to be imposed on 
the delayed term. 
The conditions on the feedback are motivated from population 
dynamics: (2~) states that the net reproduction rate stays proportional to 
the size of the population as long as the size is small, and (2b) models a 
delayed overreaction to overpopulation. 
The integrability conditions on u. and the gi could of course be 
weakened so that the initial-boundary-value problem still makes sense, but 
it is only the space X in which our conditions (derived in Section 5) on 
initial functions for being attracted to + 00 are perturbation invariant. 
The estimates of Section 4 also hold with all Loo-spaces replaced by the 
corresponding L*-spaces. 
Finally we introduce the convention that Eq. (la) is “asymptotically 
bounded” if for any choice of the boundary condition, the dynamical 
system generated by the initial-boundary-value problem is asymptotically 
bounded (or point dissipative) with respect to the L*(Q)-norm, that is to 
say if there exists c = c( gi) independent of u. such that 
for all solutions u of (1). 
3. RESULTS 
Our first theorem is a modest generalization of a result of Luckhaus [6], 
who treated the one-dimensional case and the case 7 < 70. 
THEOREM 1. If Q is an interval then Eq. (la) is asymptotically bounded 
for all choices of the parameters ,a and 7. Zf 52 = S’ or dim(Q)> 2, there 
exist po, z. E R + (depending only on 52 and f) so that Eq. (la) is asymptoti- 
cally bounded in the parameter region 
{ (1.4 7) : P > p. or 7 < zo>. 
In the statement of our second theorem, B,(x,) means an open ball in Q 
with respect to the maximum norm. Also, note that the two cylinders 
lJ, B,,,(y(t/T)) x {t] and U, B,,2(y(t/7 - 1)) x {t} in which the behaviour of 
solutions will be localized are domains of mutual influence for Eq. (la) 
according to the definition given in the Introduction. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 52 = S’ or dim(a) > 2. Given any smooth curve 
y: Iw + Sz of period 2 and any radius r such that the two balls B,(y(s)), 
B,(y(s - 1)) are disjoint and contained in Q for all s, there exist constants 
d,, d, E [w + (depending only on y, r, dim(a), and the positive feedback 
constant a, off) so that in the parameter region 
i 
(u,~):u<dOandz> d1 
vG&a I 
Eq. (la) ceases to be asyptotically bounded. Namely, if u and z lie in the 
above region, one can find C, A E [w + so that all trajectories u of (1) whose 
initial data satisfy 
inf udx, t) > K 
xteEyY; ‘$I) 
with suitably large K and suitably small E, fulfil 
inf u(x, t) 2 Ce”’ VteR+ 
*~&/Z(Yw)) 
SUP u(x, t)-+O (t + co). 
xe&/2(Y(f/7- 1)) 
Remarks. (1) Let us emphasize three properties of the solutions 
described in Theorem 2. First, the conclusion of the theorem implies that 
IIu(*, NLl(l2) tends exponentially to infinity as t + co. Secondly, at any 
fixed point x,, E B,,,(y(t,)), the function u(xO, t) performs oscillations of 
constant frequency and exponentially growing amplitude between the two 
repellors 0 and + co: we have range u(x,,, .) = R + with each value being 
attained infinitely often. Finally, the functions u “remember” their initial 
values for all times, since the path y along which their infimum grows 
exponentially is prescribed by the initial data. All three phenomena are 
stable under L”-perturbations of the initial data, as the initial functions 
satisfying the inequalities of the theorem form an open subset of X+. 
(2) Remarkably, the occurence of exponential growth can not be 
prevented (and the constants d,, d, in Theorem 2 are not even affected) by 
making the negative feedback ai infinity stronger. As no growth condition 
was imposed on the delayed term, our hypotheses allow f(u, v) to tend to 
- cc with v + co as fast as we wish. 
(3) Note that the constants p 0, r 0, d,, d, describing parameter 
regions of asymptotic boundedness and exponential growth do not depend 
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on the prescribed boundary condition. This is consistent with our definition 
of “asymptotic boundedness” as a property of an equation alone and not 
of the boundary value problem. 
(4) One can obtain some information about how large the region of 
exponential growth is in (p, r)-space by looking at particular paths y and 
using the fact that the constants d,, d, can be expressed explicitly in terms 
of velocity and curvature of y (see Section 5). Assume that n = dim(Q) > 2 
as in Theorem 2, and let 52 contain a ball of radius R. Then for each 
p E (0, R/23, the path 
cos( 71s) 
sin( as) 
y,(s) :=x,+p 0 
Lj 0 
together with the radius r,, .- p/J% satisfies the requirements of 
Theorem 2. According to (23), the constants describing the associated 
region Z(p) of exponential growth are d,(p) = (2&~7r)~ a,, d,(p)= 
fi p’/n. Since the envelope of the one-parameter-family of curves &Z(p) is 
simply the line z = fi m2/2a,, =: zl, the union of these regions of exponen- 
tial growth is 
as illustrated in the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 2. In particular, we 
obtain the following result which is complementary to Theorem 1: 
I 
.* : -. :.-::.: :.-.:. . . : : :.: .*‘*’ . . . . . ‘.  . . . . ’ ..‘,’ 
;I:1 I- 
-- .:... . . .  . ..- expo- . . . . ::. :.:.- . . . . 
nential -. . .‘..’ 
, / 
.y. . . 
growth 
FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram for Eq. (la) in cast dim(Q) > 2. 
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COROLLARY 1. Zf dim( Q) 2 2, there exist p, , z 1 E I&! + (&pending only on 
Q and f) so that Eq. (la) is not asymptotically bounded in the parameter 
region, 
4. BEHAVIOI-IR FOR LARGE VALUES OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
The goal here is to establish Theorem 1; this is accomplished by combining 
the results of Luckhaus [6] with standard Sobolev and energy estimates. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The case of a one-dimensional euclidean domain 
and the case of small delays were already treated in [6], so it suffices to 
find ,u~ such that Eq. (la) is asymptotically bounded when p > p,,. 
For Dirichlet boundary conditions, this is an immediate consequence of 
the Poincare inequality and holds even with the negative feedback condi- 
tion (2b) on f replaced by a growth condition f(u, u) <&u Vu, v > 0. 
In the case of periodic or Neumann boundary values, we use a reduction 
principle by Luckhaus together with an appropriate Sobolev estimate. Let 
A0 := sup f(u,. 
u,v>o u 
(4) 
According to [6, Lemma 11, it suffices to find T> r, a < 1 so that all non- 
negative solutions of 
u,-pLdu<Aou in Qx (0, T) (54 
24(x, t) u(x, t-z) = 0 in s2x (r, T) (5b) 
au/av<o on aQ x (0, T) (5c) 
satisfy Ilu( ., T)ll L@) G a II4 *7 O)ll L2(ra). 
Testing (5a) with u and using u 2 0, au/i% G 0 gives 
Id -- 
f 2dt R 
Let Z denote the set of all t E (0,22) such that ) {x E 0: U(X, t) = O>l > 
(l/2) IQl. For t E Z, we have a Sobolev estimate 
J-n u2( ., t) G c(Q) ja IW .9 tM2 
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(see [S]), thus 
d 
za I 
If t $1, we have at least 
d 
zn s 
u2( .) t) < 24 s u’( .) t). R 
But by (5b), 111 B r, so assuming A,-p/c(D) ~0 and integrating over 
(0,22) gives 
s u2(., 2T)<e (2CAo - P/C(Q)) + 2Ao)r s u’( ., 01, R R 
and the required decay of jn u2 follows if p > 2c(sZ) A,. Note that the 
condition on p is scaling invariant. 1 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF UNBOUNDED TRAJECTORIES 
For small values of the diffusion coefficient, spatial heterogeneities in the 
population distribution no longer stay bounded for large t; rather, small 
irregularities in the initial distribution tend to grow larger and larger 
during the time evolution. It is this phenomenon, namely, the concentration 
of the mass of the population in small moving subdomains, which opens up 
the possibility of unlimited growth of its total size, as made precise by the 
statement of Theorem 2. 
Our strategy for investigating the behaviour of (1) in such moving sub- 
domains (namely, the cylinders Q’, Q2 depicted in Fig. 1) is as follows. 
First, we reduce the nonlinear delay equation (la) to a pair of undelayed 
linear parabolic inequalities (Lemma 1 ), which allows us-via explicitly 
constructed comparison functions-to derive pointwise estimates on U(X, t) 
in terms of bounds on u(x, t-r) (Lemma 3). We then iterate these 
estimates over the time intervals (jr, (j + 1) r) while reducing the radius of 
the’ cylinders at each step. Convergence of the iteration scheme relies 
heavily on the fact reflected by Lemma 2(iii) that the local supersolution w 
in Q2 grows only linearly with the boundary values, whereas away from the 
boundary it decays exponentially with the size of the delayed term. 
Notation. Let (., .), 1.1, and I.lmax denote, respectively, euclidean inner 
product, euclidean norm, and maximum norm in R”. By B,(x,) we mean 
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an open ball in R” with respect o the maximum norm. With any radius r 
and any smooth curve c: R + Sz we associate the cylinder 
Qr(to; 21) := U NC(~)) x W 
~~(~O?~ll 
and denote the respective parts of its boundary by a,Qr, d,,,Qr, and a,,Q,. 
Let A0 be the constant defined in (4) so that the net reproduction rate f 
satisfies the linear growth estimate 
f(4 u)QAou if u > 0, v > 0. (6) 
Also, the reader is reminded of the meaning of the constants a,, bO, K,, k, 
from hypotheses (2b), (2~) which will play an important role in the 
following. Furthermore, we use the comparison function 
where 1, is the smallest eigenvalue of -A on B subject to Dirichlet zero 
boundary conditions, and o, > 0 denotes a corresponding eigenfunction. 
Since av,/av < 0 on i3Q by the strong maximum principle, we may 
normalize un such that sup,, av,/av = -1. Finally, define numbers 
A* := Ao in the Dirichlet, periodic, or Neumann zero case 
max{Ao, I&) in case of nonzero Neumann boundary data 
(7) 
in the Dirichlet case 
in the periodic case 
lI~2lIL~(d~)Il~~llL~(~) in the Neumann case. 
(8) 
With these definitions, every solution u of (1) with Ilu( e, z~)II~~(~) > K* 
satisfies 
IIu(., ~)ll~m~n~~2eA*(‘-‘o)Il~(~, to)llL~~n~ (9) 
for t > to (where the factor 2 could be omitted in case of Dirichlet, periodic, 
or Neumann zero boundary conditions). This follows immediately from the 
maximum principle by using the comparison function 
u1 = ea*c’-‘o)llu( ., to)lJLm(n) 
in the Dirichlet, periodic, or Neumann zero case, and, repectively, the more 
sophisticated function 
~~=e~*(~-‘~)(I(u(~, to)11 Lm(n) + II g211L~~~~a)(IIv~lIL~~n~--e-“~u(1-’~)~~)) 
in the inhomogeneous Neumann case (note that U, - pAu <A *u by (6), 
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that (u,), - @ui= A*ui, and that u < u1 on %J in the Dirichlet case and 
au/& < au,/& on &? in the Neumann case). 
LEMMA 1. Let the cylinder Q,(rO; tl) be contained in Ox (0, a~), let 
M, G E R+, and let u, ii be functions satisfying 
-u,-pAu<a,_u in Q, (loa) 
g=o on %Q, (lob) 
and, respectively, 
ii, - p AU 2 -bOMii in Qr (114 
fi > ze.4 *(f ~ IO)G on a,Q,. (lib) 
Assume that u is a solution of (1) with IIu(( ., to)11 LmCssj < G, and that G 2 K*, 
M> K,. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) Ifu(x, t--)<k,,for (x, t)EQr, and u2_u on a,,Q,, then u>_u in 
the whole of Q,. 
(ii) Zfu(x, t-z)>Mfor (x, t)EQ,, anduG& on arOQr, then u<ti+~ 
in the whole of Q,. 
Proof of (i). By nonnegativity of u and the definition of u, we have 
u > u on the parabolic boundary of Qr. The result now follows from the 
maximum principle upon observing that by hypothesis (2~) on f 
U,-p Au>a,u in Q,. 
Proof of (ii). Due to the linear growth estimate (9) and the assumption 
G > K*, we have u < U on a, Q,, in particular u < II + E on the parabolic 
boundary of Qr. But in Qr 
u, - p Au < -b,Mu 
by (2b), and the statement is proved. 1 
Our main technical tool in the proof of Theorem 2 will be the special 
solutions for (10) and (11) derived below. 
For fixed t E (to, t,], let 1 and v be the leading eigenvalue and eigen- 
function of 
p Au + (i(t), Vu) = --lo in B,(O) UW 
v=o on aB,(o) (12b) 
subject to the normalization condition v(0) = K > 0, and define 
w(y)= i WdYA 
i= 1 
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where yi is the ith component of y E B,(O) and w0 satisfies 
2 
p~w,=$Q4w, dp2 in (-r, r) 
w,=G at {-r,r} (13b) 
(with M, G as in (11)). Lifting the one-parameter-family u(y, t) and the 
function w(y) to Ql(t,; tr) gives functions _v(x, t) = v(x - c(t), t), @(x, t) = 
w(x - c(t)). Using the explicit formulae for u and w given in Lemma 2 
below, one verifies without difficulty 
&-pAd_u= n-i (iqt),x-c(t)) _v ( > 
< A+- ( 
;r 
2P 
IHN) _v 
and 
h&f @,--pAw= -- - 2 w - (4th VW@ - c(t))> 
Thus (letting II . II = suptsR 1.1 for time-dependent quantities such as 
E(t), A(t)) the functions 
_u(x, t) .= e(aO- 1l~ll-(J;;4P) l141w’O)~(X 9 t) (14) 
qx t) .= &(A*+ Ilm4r)(~-~o) - > * 4% t) (15) 
satisfy (10) and (ll), respectively. Note that in case of a linear curve c(t), 
_u solves (10a) with an equality sign and optimizes growth among all 
solutions of (10); its growth exponent 
will remain a regular participant until the end of this paper. 
The elliptic auxiliary problems (12) and (13) are investigated in the next 
lemma. The dependence of their solutions u and w on the quantities 
r, K, i(t), M, G are expressed by superscripts. Of particular importance are 
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statements (i) and (iii), where estimates on ~(‘,““(‘))(y) and ~(‘*~,~)(y) in 
terms of the distance of y from the boundary M,(O) are given. 
LEMMA 2. Let r < rO, and let ci (i= 1,2, . ..) denote positive constants at 
most dependent on rO, Iltll, bO, p, and n. Then for all ye B,(O) 
(i) cIK(r- lyl,,,)“< ~(‘~~*~(~))(y)<c~K 
(ii) v(LK*~(~))(y) < v(“.‘%+))(y) whenever r < r’ 
(iii) W(r,G.~)(y)~CgGe-C~~(r-l~l,,). 
Moreover, the leading eigenvalue of (12) is 
(iv) L = n7c2p/4r2 + lt(t)l*/4p. 
Proof. All statements are easily deduced from the explicit formulae 
v(“““w)(y) = ~e-<““>YY*iJ 
Cl cos (s) 
with c2 = e’~‘“‘2p) IIEll, c, = c;‘rgn, cg = 2n, cq = @. 1 
Assume from now on that the curve c: R + L? is 2r-periodic, let some 
radius r0 be fixed, and define 
e;octo; t1) := u &ow)) x 01 
IE (~01~11 
Q:o(to; tl) := u 4,(4t))x {t-d. 
tE(roltll 
By periodicity of c(t), these cylinders are domains of mutual influence for 
Eq. (la). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose the following two hypotheses are satisfied: 
W ) Qf(O; 00) and Qfo(O; co ) are disjoint subsets of l.2 x (0, co) 
(H2) The local growth exponent J(r,,) associated with c(t) and r0 is 
positive. 
Let E < k,/2. Given any exponent 1’ < &(rO) and any radius r’ < rO, there exist 
constants K and C so that all trajectories u of (1) with initial data contained 
in the set 
co E,K:={~OEX+:inf~ol,!oc_,:,,>K, 
suP uO 1 Qfo( - r;O) < &T 
IIuo(.v OHP(c2) < 2J4 
14 
satisfy 
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u(x, t) 2 Ce”” in @(O; 00) 
u(x, t) < 2E in Q:(O; 00). 
Remark. In fact, u does not only stay bounded in QfS but tends super- 
exponentially to zero as t + co, uniformly with respect o x in all cylinders 
Qf c Q: of smaller radius. This follows immediately from the above 
estimates which imply 
u, - p Au < -boC6e”‘u in Q:(O; co) 
U < 2E on aQz,(O; 00). 
Thus in order to complete the proof of Theorem 2, it only remains to 
investigate the restrictions imposed by (Hl ), (H2) on the topology of 52, on 
the delay (implemented via the period of c(t)), and on the diffusion coef- 
ficient. This will be done at the end of this section. 
The proposition will be proved by iterative application of the next 
lemma. The dependence of the local subsolution _u defined in (14) on those 
quantities which change at each step of the iteration (namely, t,, r, and M) 
is indicated by superscripts; its dependence on E(t) is suppressed. 
LEMMA 3. Let to>O, 6<r<ro, e<k,,, G>K* andM>K,c;‘(6/2)-” 
(cl as in Lemma 2). Assume that J,(r) is nonnegative, and let u be a trajectory 
of (1). Then the three inequalities 
(a) U<E in Qz(t,,-t; 1,) 
(b) u 2 _u(‘~-~,‘-~) in Qi(tO -7; to) 
(c) u<G on s2x {to> 
imply 
(a’) u < E’ in Qf,(t,; I, + z) 
@‘I u > _U(‘O”“M’) in Q:(t,; t,, + z) 
(c’) u<G’ on Qx {t,+z} 
with 
r’=r--6 
&f’ = e”““M 
G’ F 2eA”G 
and constants E, ?E Iw + independent of to, r, A4, G, 6, and E. 
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Proof Inequality (c) implies (c’) via the assumption G>.K* and the 
linear growth estimate (9). 
Inequality (b’) follows from (a) and Lemma l(i), provided u 2 @oSr’SM’) 
on B,(c(t,)) x (to}. But by (b) and Lemma 2(ii) 
u(x, to) 2 _U(-JJqX, to) 
= e”(‘)~ukM~(ro”(X _ c(to)) 
> ew~U(“‘MAfO)) (x - 4to)) 
= ywAf’moH(X _ c(to)) = _U(‘O”“w(X, to) 
for all x E B,.(c( to)) as required. 
To prove (a’) note first that by (b) and the nonnegativity of d(r) 
u(x, t)2u wA~H(X _ c(t)) 
in Q:(t,,-7; t,); Lemma 2(i) now gives a lower bound independent of x 
and t in a cylinder of smaller radius: 
(17) 
in Q,‘-,,,( t, - z; to) (where here and in the following, cl, . . . . c4 are the 
constants from Lemma 2). Define on its domain of dependence 
Q;-,,,(t,; tO+z) in analogy with (15): 
U(x, t) := 2e (A’ + llm4r)(r- ro)ww,R) (X-c(t-T)). 
Since u <E on a,,Qf-,,, by (a), fi> K,, and G3 K*, we can apply 
Lemma l(ii) to obtain 
U<&+ii in Qf-,,,(k,; to + z). 
Finally, Lemma 2(iii) provides an upper bound on u by a constant in a 
cylinder of again smaller radius: 
u GE + 2p*+ II~II~/~~)T~~G~-c~~(~/~) in Qz-Jto; to+z), 
thus (a') holds with 2= &CA* + Ilfl12/4p)rc3, t = c4 ,/&2-c’ +"12). 1 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let the three quantities E E (0, k,/2), r’ E (0, r,,), 
and 1’ E (0, J(ro)) be fixed (where the latter interval is nonempty due to 
hypothesis (H2)) and let u be a trajectory of (1) with initial data contained 
in the set O,,,. Recall that we are free to choose K as we wish and then 
have to show global boundedness of u by 2.5 in Qf(0; co) and exponential 
growth with exponent I’ in Q:(O; co). 
505/98/l-2 
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Choose Kamax{K*/2, c;‘c;‘(6,/2)-“4,) (c5 :=c;le-~c’o)r, 6, to be 
specified later), and let G,, := 2K, M,, := c,K, then Go > K*, MO > 
Koc;1(60/2)-“, and u satisfies the assumptions and inequalities (a), (b), (c) 
of Lemma 3 with tO=O, r=r,,, S=6,, G=GO, and M=M,. In order to 
iterate the lemma with 
tj=jr 
Mj :=M,aj (a := e”“) 
Gj := GOP’ (/I := 2eA*‘) 
6. .=a-il(n+3)80 
I. 
j-l 
ri:=r,- C 6, 
k=O 
j-1 
Ej :=&+ c c?Gke- 
zvfiip 
k=O 
we only have to make sure that the rj stay positive, that 
e4cr/Jr >a 
for all j, and that the smallness condition on E 
Ej<ko 
(18) 
(19) 
is preserved uring the iteration. This can be achieved by suitable choice of 
do and K as follows. By positivity of A’ we have 01> 1, so the rj converge 
to a limit rm. Using the continuity of A( -), we pick b. so small that 
r. + r’ 
r,>- 
2 (20) 
J(r) > 1’ for all r E (r,, ro), (21) 
then the rj are positive, and (18) holds. Moreover since E < k,/2 by 
assumption, (19) is satisfied provided only &j < 2s or 
&j+l 
-Ej=,-G,e-“~cE2-(j+1) 
for all j=O, 1, . . . . Substituting definitions, this inequality becomes 
4EK(2b)j e-rJ~c56;l+2d(n+3) < E. 
But the left hand side tends to zero with K-P co, uniformly in j due to 
L??+~) > 1. Thus choosing K sufficiently large implies (19) for all j and 
hence convergence of the iteration scheme. So we obtain 
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u 2 _U(fj-rm3Mj+I) in Qi,(fj; fj+ 1) Vj 
U < 2E in Qfm(O; 00). 
Finally, reducing the radius yet another time gives a lower bound on u 
independent of x and exponentially growing with t: 
u(x, t) B c6e*” in Q:(O; co), 
where according to (17) and (20), c6 = c, M,((r, - r’)/2)“. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. We want to apply Proposition 1 and hence have 
to check the two hypotheses (Hl), (H2). Note first that (Hl) excludes the 
case where a is an interval, a condition which is also necessary as 
demonstrated by the first part of Theorem 1. , 
Now let y: R’ + 52 be a smooth path of period 2 and r be a radius so that 
the two balls B,(y(s)), B,(y(s-- 1)) are disjoint and contained in 52 for all 
s (as in the statement of the Theorem). Let c(t) be the reparametrization 
y(t/r), then c has period 22, and (Hl ) of the Proposition is satisfied with 
r = rO. By Lemma 2(iv) 
A(r)=.,-s--- 11412 J;; r Ml 
4p & 
nn2p Il?l12+2J;Ir 11~11 -- =a,- 4r2 4,ur2 (22) 
(note in particular that the velocity and the curvature term are of same 
order in both ~1 and z), thus (H2) is equivalent to 
O<p<do, 
Qki 
(23) 
with d =4r*a n-lx-* and d, = r(n-1x-2(11jI12 + 2 ,,& r II~ll))“2. It is 
pointed’out tha”t despite all variables and indices involved in our construc- 
tion, restrictions (23) on the delay and the diffusion coeflicient are scaling 
invariant and depend only on y, r, n, and the positive feedback constant a, 
off: Theorem 2 is thus completely established. i 
Let us conclude with two remarks. First it follows from (22) that by 
choice of p and r, d(r,) (and hence the growth exponent for Jn u( ., t)) can 
be made as close to a0 as we wish. In view of the positive feedback condi- 
tion (2~) onf, this is the optimal result. 
Secondly, the fact deserves ome attention that restrictions (23) on ,u and 
r only involve little information about the path y. For any class of such 
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paths satisfying a uniform bound on dist(y, X2), dist(y, y(. - 1)) 11311, and 
11jjll, there exist (p, r) so that Eq. (1) admits global exponential growth on 
a ball B, transported along any member of the class-where the path can 
be prescribed by choice of the initial values. Even, global exponential 
growth occurs simultaneously along all paths of such a class if only for 
each pair of members y, y’, the balls B,(y(s)) and B,(y’(s- 1)) do not 
intersect. This may give some taste of how irregular the distribution of the 
population in space becomes when the diffusion term is small. 
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